Results for the Boys of November

The game proceeds by batting order, Total Conversion batting first.  Each batter's success is represented by a code number; if you really care to interpret, you can read rules.rtf in this same directory to figure it out.

Top, 1st Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+3):
·	Dave Brizitski (+0):  (4412) Batter Crap Out! Strike Out!
·	Jill Stern (+2): (1026) Strike Out!
·	Stephen Wolcott (+1): (2345) Strike Out!
(For the sake of the story, I changed the result to stop the mutant supergenius from figuring out baseball right then.  Well, really I messed up.  He gets a free "10" later, at gamemaster's option, but only after Lucianus does.)

Bottom, 1st Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+2):
·	Erika van Cognos (+2):  (4278)  A cagey pitcher and batter duel!  3 balls, 3 strikes, one out!
·	Ingrid Bodil (+2): (1859) Strike Out!
·	Sureshkumar Prabatha (+2): (6632) Grounder to Walt Rubenstein at 3rd Base, possible single!  (6673) Throw to Akibono at 1st, miss!  Akibono tries to sumo-defend his base instead of catching the ball!
·	Karen Bodil (+3): (6211)  Double Crap Out!  The pitch bounces off the stationary bat, going straight back to the pitcher, who fields with great speed and plucks the ball out of the air!

Score:  0-0.

Top, 2nd Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+3/4):
·	Mark Simon (+4):  (7107)  Potential double! Grounder to Erika van Cognos at 3rd base, who's smart enough to hold the ball as Leo makes 2nd base!
·	Bill Jones (+1): (6993) Potential double!  Grounder to Shortstop Sandra Martin, who can't beat Leo coming home!  Total Conversion leads, 1-0, with Billy on 2nd!
·	Walt Rubenstein (+1):  (5090)  Strike Out!  Karen Bodil is learning to adapt for the opponents' superhuman powers!
·	Mary O'Hanrahan (+2):  (5272)  Potential double!  Ingrid Bodil in center field catches the ball on the bounce, but Billy still makes it home!  Total Conversion leads 2-0, with Mary on 2nd!
·	Joe Corrigan (+2):  (7607) Strike Out!  Karen Bodil is steaming, and she's taking it out on the big deal Governor-Elect!
·	Akibono (+2):  (9213)  Strike Out!  That pitcher is sizzling now!

Bottom, 2nd Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+2):
·	Karen Bodil (+3):  (6731) Pitcher Crap Out!  Bunt!  Catcher Mary O'Hanrahan fields the ball, but Karen Bodil makes 1st!
·	Deepthi Prabatha (+2): (8276)  It's personal between this pitcher and her batters now!  Jill Stern catches a grounder, with Deep running for first and Karen for second!  (5793) It seems not even Crusher Joe is a match for Karen Bodil right now...  Safe at second!
·	Shelly Douglas (+2): (8684) Potential double, to Walt Rubenstein at 3rd!  But Karen makes the play at the plate... Safe at 3rd!  Bases loaded!  
·	Steve O. Samuels (+2):  (41905)  Three runners in!  Akibono botches a catch at 1st base!  DuoPolarity leads now, 3-2, and SOS is on 3rd!
·	Hudson Ramo (+3): (79065)  Hudson gets a home run, one other runner in!  DuoPolarity leads 5-2!
·	Sandra Martin (+2): (56274)  Possible double!  Jill Stern picks off the grounder ball before it can go to anyone else, but Sandy makes the play against Crusher Joe at 2nd!  Still no outs against DuoPolarity!  Conference with Lucianus Autonomus in the dugout!
·	Erika van Cognos (+2):  (8468)  Strike Out!  That pitcher is steaming!
·	Ingrid Bodil (+2): (25919) Strike Out!  Jill Stern is sizzling now!
·	Sureshkumar Prabatha (+2): (51109)  Possible single!  Pop fly to Dave Brizitski in right field, but he fumbles!  Suresh makes 2nd, and Sandy Martin is home!  DuoPolarity 6-2!  Conference with Lucianus Autonomus - and he takes the field, replacing Brizitski!  The crowd goes wild!
·	Karen Bodil (+3):  Oh, it's gotta be a grudge. (62418)  And the batter fumbles!  Three outs!

Top, 3rd Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+4):
·	Lucianus Autonomus (+2):  The Grudge vs. The Legend.  (8454)  Lucianus is learning his baseball on the spot, and he's holding his own against a red hot pitcher!  But she finally gets the three strikes!
·	Jill Stern (+2):  Double Grudge!  (7975)  The batter walks!  (Adjusted for Jill, because it's fun,)
·	Stephen Wolcott (+1): (28068)  Strike Out! The mutant supergenius is still figuring out baseball!  (No adjustment for Ellipsis yet, because it's fun.) 
·	Mark Simon (+4): (82333)  Head to head against the only pro superhuman baseball. player.. and the batter walks!  Two outs, runners on 1st and 2nd!
·	Bill Jones (+1):  (75376)  The kid has heart, and he's got a shadow around him that bats like a pro, but it's a Strike Out!  Still DuoPolarity, 6-2!

Bottom 3rd Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+2/3):
·	Deepthi Prabatha (+2): (63770) Strike Out!  Stonewater is adapting to her mechanized opponents!  (Game Master's Option.)
·	Shelly Douglas (+2): (04745) A couple of balls, but a Strike Out!
·	Steve O. Samuels (+2):  (46679)  Strike Out!  Maybe DuoPolarity better hold on to their lead, 'cause that might be all they get!  

Top, 4th Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+4):
·	Walt Rubenstein (+1):  (18916)  Strike Out!  Catastrophic Crap Out for Rubenstein! The bat whips through the air at Akibono!  And the sumo just stands there and soaks it in!  He's okay - but Rubenstein's pulled a muscle!  He's out, and Brizitski is in!
·	Mary O'Hanrahan (+2):  (24863)  Possible single, bunt!  Catcher Hudson Ramo scoops it up, but Mary makes 1st!
·	Joe Corrigan (+2): (97230)  Strike Out!
·	Akibono (+2):  (33027)  Strike Out!

Bottom, 4th Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+3):
·	Hudson Ramo (+3):  (32110)  Strike Out!
·	Sandra Martin (+2):  (50162)  Possible triple, to Lucianus in right field!  And he makes a perfect catch!  It looks like the boxing legend might be coming up to speed!
·	Erika van Cognos (+2):  (27726)  Strike Out!

Top, 5th Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+4):
·	Lucianus Autonomus (+3):  (12769)  Strike Out!
·	Jill Stern (+3):  (01935) Strike Out!
·	Stephen Wolcott (+2):  (96800)  Karen's at her best, but Ellipsis is her match... Walk!  (By GMO, he finally gets his supergenius bonus.)  
·	Mark Simon (+4):  (29920) Strike Out!  Karen's still at her best, and she's better than the pros!

Bottom, 5th Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+3):
·	Ingrid Bodil (+2): (01163)  Hit to Brizitski in right field, who craps out!  It's like the ball just slides right through him!  Triple!
·	Sureshkumar Prabatha (+2): (52347) Strike Out!
·	Karen Bodil (+3): (86220)  Strike Out!  Ninja Jill's just getting better on the mound! (+1)
·	Deepthi Prabatha (+2):  (63409) Good thing Jill's better, because she's just barely getting the strikes now... but it's still a Strike Out!

Top, 6th Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+4):
·	Bill Jones (+1):  (66463) Walk!
·	Dave Brizitski (+0):  (57130) Strike Out, and it's so fast it's just like that!  +1 to Karen!
·	Mary O'Hanrahan (+2): (81761) The pitcher's learning, but she's tired... or is it the suit?  Possible single to SOS at second base!  And he botches, for a triple!  Little Billy makes it home, to make the score 6-3, DuoPolarity!
·	Joe Corrigan (+2): (39771) Another pitcher crap out!  A strong hit to shortstop Sandra Martin!  She fields it, but Mary's running for home!  (44879) Catcher Hudson Ramo gets the out!
·	Akibono (+2):  (53670) Strike Out!

Bottom, 6th Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+4):
·	Shelly Douglas (+2):  (41331)  Pitcher crap out!  Walk!
·	Steve O. Samuels (+2):  (13826)  Strike Out!
·	Hudson Ramo (+3):  (91410)  Strike Out!
·	Sandra Martin (+2):  (04694)  Possible double, to Lucianus at third base!  He fields it, but Shelly makes the base!  Runners on first and third!
·	Erika van Cognos (+2): (03724) Strike Out!

Top, 7th Inning, Karen Bodil pitching (+4 - I deducted her one from double crap outs, 'cause it's fun):
·	Lucianus Autonomus (+3):  (72442) Walk!
·	Jill Stern (+3): (73388) Three balls, three strikes!
·	Stephen Wolcott (+2):  (96374) Walk!  Runners on first and second!
·	Mark Simon (+4):  (67915) Strike Out!  The pro craps out!
·	Bill Jones (+1):  (65185) Walk!  Runners on all three bases!  And to bring 'em in, it's...
·	Dave Brizitski (+0):  Oh no.  (68684)  But he's about to get the walk! (GM Intervention) Pop fly to Shelly Douglas!  She fields it, but Lucianus is running for home!  (19505)  Hudson fields it, but Lucianus is safe, for a score of 6-4!  Runners still on all three bases!  
·	And... Time Out!  Norma McMillan is coming in as relief pitcher!  They're doing a meme merge, so Norma's suit knows at least some of what Karen's suit's learned!  Meanwhile, Lucianus and the Wolcotts are having their own argument in their dugout!
·	Mary O'Hanrahan (+2):  (63688)  And it looks like the meme merge is working!  Three balls, but still a Strike Out!

Bottom, 7th Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+4):
·	Ingrid Bodil (+2): (07860) Strike Out!  Ninja Jill just gets better and better!
·	Sureshkumar Prabatha (+2): (72180) Strike Out!
·	Karen Bodil (+3):  (89647) Strike Out!  Three up, three down!  DuoPol still up 6-4, but they haven't gotten any runs since the second inning, and Karen's taking it personally!

Top, 8th Inning, Norma McMillan pitching (+4 - looks like she earned it):
·	Joe Corrigan (+2):  (71580) Strike Out!
·	Akibono (+2):  (81963) Possible single, to shortstop Sandra Martin! And she craps out!  It's a triple!
·	Lucianus Autonomus (+4):  (19100) Walk!  But it's a world-class walk!  Runners on first and third!
·	Jill Stern (+3):  (70882)  Grounder to right field!  But Deep Prabatha fields it and gets the out! 
·	Stephen Wolcott (+2): (94530) Strike Out!

Bottom, 8th Inning, Jill Stern pitching (+4):
·	Deepthi Prabatha (+3):  (52375) To Stephen Wolcott in center field!  A miss and a triple!
·	Shelly Douglas (+2):  (51172) To Dave Brizitski in right field!  He goes up in the sky for it - and misses!  Home Run!  DuoPolarity back on the board, 8-4!
·	Steve O. Samuels (+2):  (46820) Strike Out!  The pitcher is mad!
·	Hudson Ramo (+3): (11399)  Three balls, three strikes!
·	Sandra Martin (+2):  (08155)  Strike Out!

Top, 9th Inning, Norma McMillan pitching (+4):
·	Mark Simon (+4): (48590) Three balls, two strikes! (GMI) Grounder to Deep Prabatha at first!  Single!
·	Bill Jones (+1):  (75381) To Suresh Prabatha in left field!  Single!  Runners on first and second!
·	Dave Brizitski (+0):  (62937) Strike Out!
·	Mary O'Hanrahan (+2): (97990) The whole auditorium is psyched... but it's three balls, three strikes!
·	Joe Corrigan (+2): (69617) And Governor Crusher strikes out!  The game is over!  DuoPolarity wins, 8-4!


